We studied semantic and phonological picture-word priming in adults who stutter. Event-related potentials were recorded to probe words in a picture-word task. AWS ERPs responded atypically to semantic and phonological picture-word priming. Discussion considers how lexical activation spreading is regulated in AWS.
h i g h l i g h t s
We studied semantic and phonological picture-word priming in adults who stutter. Event-related potentials were recorded to probe words in a picture-word task. AWS ERPs responded atypically to semantic and phonological picture-word priming. Discussion considers how lexical activation spreading is regulated in AWS.
a b s t r a c t
Objective: Our aim was to investigate how semantic and phonological information is processed in adults who stutter (AWS) preparing to name pictures, following-up a report that event-related potentials (ERPs) in AWS evidenced atypical semantic picture-word priming (Maxfield et al., 2010) . Methods: Fourteen AWS and 14 typically-fluent adults (TFA) participated. Pictures, named at a delay, were followed by probe words. Design elements not used in Maxfield et al. (2010) let us evaluate both phonological and semantic picture-word priming. Results: TFA evidenced typical priming effects in probe-elicited ERPs. AWS evidenced diminished semantic priming, and reverse phonological N400 priming. Conclusions: Results point to atypical processing of semantic and phonological information in AWS. Discussion considers whether AWS ERP effects reflect unstable activation of target label semantic and phonological representations, strategic inhibition of target label phonological neighbors, and/or phonological label-probe competition. Significance: Results raise questions about how mechanisms that regulate activation spreading operate in AWS. Ó 2011 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Psycholinguistic theories of stuttering (e.g., Wingate, 1988; Perkins et al., 1991; Postma and Kolk, 1993) propose that persistent stuttering may be a product of diminished linguistic processing in addition to impaired speech motor control, the latter of which is often a main target of speech therapy for people who stutter (see Bothe et al., 2006) . A body of research describes psycholinguistic abilities in adults who stutter (AWS) (Bloodstein and Ratner, 2008) . However, much is still unknown about how linguistic knowledge is processed in AWS preparing to speak.
The adult lexicon comprises tens of thousands of words, each associated with specific semantic and phonological features. According to some models, these different types of linguistic information are represented independently but connected in a networklike system (Dell, 1986; Levelt et al., 1999) . Speech production involves activating semantic, word and phonological representations consistent with the speaker's intended message. Picture naming can engage this process (Glaser, 1992) . As pictures are decoded visually, semantic representations activate which, in turn, activate word entries (Bierwisch and Schreuder, 1992; Roelofs, 1992 Roelofs, , 1997 . We refer to this as semantic activation spreading. As word entries activate, phonological representations associated with those words activate (Berg and Schade, 1992 ) which, in turn, activate still other, phonologically-related words via ''bottom-up'' connections (Dell, 1985 ''bottom-up'' connections (Dell, , 1986 . We refer to this as phonological activation spreading. Although multiple word entries may initially accrue some activation, a single word entry typically accrues greatest activation strength and is selected for naming. In typically-fluent adults (TFA), these processes usually unfold quickly, automatically and accurately (see Levelt et al., 1999) .
